
Topic 2 — Vicarious Liability 

Vicarious Liability 

• One person can be liable for someone else’s wrong doing 

• Three main examples of vicarious liability

• 1. Employer and employee relationship 


• Generally liable in the course of employment

• Not generally liable for tort committed by an independent contractor 

• 2. Person is a principal of an agent

• 3. Relationships between a partnership


The Catholic Child Welfare Society & Ors v Various Claimants [2012] UKSC 56, [2013] 2 AC 1  
• Lord Phillips explains his reasoning as to why vicarious liability exists

1. Employer is more likely to have the means to compensate the victim than the employee and 

can be expected to have insured against the liability  (motivation for the court

2. Tort will have been committed as a result of activity being taken by the employee behalf of the 

employer (risk that occurred arose out of the employee's activities for the employer)

3. Employee's activity is likely to be part of the business activity of the employer

4. The employer, by employing the employee to carry on the activity will have created the risk of 

the tort committed by the employee

5. Employee will, to a greater or less degree have been under the control of the employer


Relationship of employer and employee/independent contractor

• Whether or not the person is an employed as an an employee or as an independent contractor 

is factual 

• We can use the control test — could the employer control not just what the employee did but 

how they did it. If yes, person was an employee. If not, person was an independent contractor.

• This might have worked for manual and unskilled labour, but became less and less useful as 

occupations became skilled and employers were employing people to achieve tasks that they 
could not do


• We can use the organisation test — who’s organisation does the employee work for. Do they 
work for themselves or do they work for the organisation which is the employer


CASE STUDY:  Zuijs v. Wirth Brothers (1955) 93 CLR 561  
• Facts: Acrobat, the appellant, performed upon the trapeze with a colleague, and both ended up 

getting injured. To be eligible for workers’ compensation, Zuijs had to be an employee of the 
circus.


• Issue: Issue was that in the case of employees who are employed to perform specialised 
functions, there may be little scope for the exercise by the employer of this power of command


• Results/Principles: 

• Costumes that Zujis wore was controlled; renumeration was paid in the form of wages; 

could be dismissed for misconduct; which all indicated control. 

• Zuijs v Wirth Bros established that the “control test”, the right to exercise control, rather than 

the exercise of the actual control is considered a very significant factor and is a strong 
indication of an employee/employer relationship


CASE STUDY: Hollis v. Vabu (2001) 207 CLR 21  
• Facts: This case concerned the relationship between Vabu (a courier company) and one of its 

bicycle couriers, who struck down and injured Mr Hollis on a pavement in Sydney. 

• Issue: For Vabu to be vicariously liable to Mr Hollis for the courier’s negligent performance of his 

work, the courier would have to be employed by Vabu. An independent contractor carries out 
his or her work as a principal, not as a representative of the employer


• Results/Principles: 
• Vabu allocated the work which the couriers were not able to refuse, and the couriers 

performed their delivery tasks in the manner in which Vabu directed, indicating control and 
employment


• Vabu set the rates of remuneration of the bicycle couriers and there was no scope for 
negotiation of those rates, indicating control and employment 



• Couriers were represented in the public with Vabu uniform, where the court determined you 
cannot obtain a corporate identity in the public whilst claiming that the people who are 
representative of it are not employees


CASE STUDY: Sweeney v Boylan Nominees (2006) 227 ALR 46  
• Facts: Service station had told the defendant that the door of the refrigerator was not closing 

properly.  A mechanic came to the premises and worked on the door.  The mechanic was not an 
employee of the defendant and was described at trial as being a contractor to the defendant. It 
was said that he performed duties at the defendant’s request and that he then invoiced the 
defendant. However, it was not repaired well and later the door fell off and injured a person. 


• Issues: This High Court decision considered whether a party (“the defendant”) who engaged 
the services of an independent contractor to carry out repair work could be held vicariously 
liable for his negligence on the basis that that repairer was a “representative of the defendant”. 


• Results/Principles: The majority of the High Court determined that the defendant could not be 
held vicariously liable for the actions of the independent contractor.

• Did not have control over the actions of the independent contractor. Merely acting out of 

request, but employer did not have control over the actions of the contractor

• Supplied own tools and equipment, as well as bringing his own skills


• Australia does not recognise dual vicarious liability — a person cannot have two employers 
at the same time 


CASE STUDY:  Day v The Ocean Beach Hotel Shellharbour Pty Ltd (2013) 85 NSWLR 335 
• Facts: On 4 July 2008, Julia Day (the plaintiff), a patron at the Ocean Beach Hotel (the hotel), 

was injured when a security guard, employed by Checkmate Security International Pty Ltd 
(Checkmate), pulled out the stool she was seated on from underneath her, causing her to fall 
and allegedly suffer injury.   The security guard was instructed by the manager of the hotel that 
the plaintiff was intoxicated and should be removed from the premises.


• Issues: She tried to sue both the hotel and Checkmate for vicarious liability. An occupier and/or 
licensee of a hotel will not be vicariously liable for the tortious conduct of a security guard not 
directly employed it, unless the conduct was expressly authorised and/or he was considered a 
representative agent.  


• Results/Principles: Australian law does not admit a theory of dual vicarious liability, ie  two 
independent entities cannot both be held vicariously liable for the tortious conduct of a third 
party

• You can only be employed by one person at a time. Security company was liable. 


Course of Employment

• Traditionally court used the Salmond Test to determine this — states that a tort will be 

committed in the course of employment if it is either

A. A wrongful act authorised by the master, or 

B. A wrongful and unauthorised mode of doing some act authorised by the master.


• Employer is said to be irresponsible for the wrongful act of the employee if it is totally 
unconnected to what the employee has to do, e.g. ignoring safety procedures 


CASE STUDY:  Joel v Morison (1834) 172 ER 1338 
• Facts: A horse drawn cart struck the plaintiff and caused injury. 

• Issues: Issue was to determine if the event was during the course of employment period. If 

it was then the master is liable.

• Results/Principles: Employer is liable for tort committed by employee during the course of 

employment, but not liable where an employee commits a tort while “on a frolic” of his or her 
own. Determined that the driver was not on the master’s business but was driving outside the 
particular locality in the City of London
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